The rose crossing


Abstract

Set in the 17th century, Edward Popple and his 14-year-old daughter Rosamund leave for a sea voyage "to collect rarities and find out wonders". As the only survivors of a mutiny, they are washed ashore on a tropical island. They are soon joined by a Chinese prince and his faithful eunuch.
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The name of the Rose Cross (a cross with a white rose at its center) comes from the Latin words: rosae and crux. Linked with generative power, the Rose Cross is a major symbol of the Rosicrucian society. The very core symbol of the society represents the rose flower attached to the center of a cross. Otherwise, the Rose Cross has many meanings. It can symbolize the union of opposites and the dualism in nature. Search the history of over 351 billion web pages on the Internet. search Search the Wayback Machine. texts. The rose crossing. by Jose, Nicholas, 1952-. Publication date 1996.